Attention Campers: Due to the increasing flow in the Jim Creek River, Sasquatches are coming down from the high country to feed on fish and vegetation at the river's edge.

**DO**
- go about your business
- TAKE PHOTOS!

**Sasquatches will not enter an occupied camp, nor will they harm you.**

Once your encounter with sasquatch is complete, report it to the Recreation Office. Please keep note of the time, location and direction the sasquatch is traveling.

The most recent encounters are between Blue Mountain and Wheeler Mountain.

(425) 304-5315/(425) 304-5363

**DO NOT**
- be alarmed if you have an encounter.
- Remain clam and follow these simple steps to stay safe.
- DO NOT run from sasquatch.
- DO NOT chase sasquatch.
- DO NOT yell at sasquatch.
- DO NOT feed sasquatch